
Do you wish to speak in support 

of your submission?:  

No 

Do you support the draft Open 
Spaces Bylaw as presented?:  

 

Let us know why:  Regarding noise from aircrafts in particular the skydiving kiwi 
aircraft I have complained constantly regarding the noise form 
this plane while it is in flight it was a regular noise hazard to us 

for some years from early 2018 I have continued to complain 

into 2020. I talked regularly to the council regarding this noise 
and have written a number of times down of the noise it could 
be every 20-30 minutes sometimes early morning to late in the 
evening every day of the week and weekends. We would get the 

occasional respite from the droning noise of the plane even if 

the plane was some distance from us. I believe the council owns 

the airport and leases the land to the aeroclub as the land 
owner they need to take responsibility for its tenants if the 
complaints are numerous I believe the tenants should be given 

notice and removed from the airport. I also contacted the 

skydiving kiwi regarding the noise as well. they laughed at me 

and said it wasn't their plane I also contacted the CAA an 
absolute waste of breath. We do not live near the airport I 
estimate about 16km away I have relations that fly from the 

airport and enjoy the facilities and have no problem with the 
aeroclub continuing with the good work they are doing in our 

community I have no problems with their planes or local planes 
flying about our property and enjoy watching the planes. I am 

pleased that the skydiving kiwi has gone form the airport and 
has taken their noisy planes with them. I am sure there were 

other complaints from other people about this plane I think our 
council need to enact a bylaw for particularly noisy planes and 

with complaints from the public the owner of the airport should 

be able to remove the tenant from their premises. As I was sick 
to death of the noise from this plane. Thank you for your time 

and please don't hesitate to contact me.  

Do you have any further 

comments?:  

 

I understand that all 
submissions are public 

documents and will be made 
available on Council’s website 

with the names of submitters 

included:  

Yes 

Supporting Documents:  No file uploaded 
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